AWARD WINNERS CASE STUDIES

Headline sponsor

Introduction
Emma Mirrington

The FIRM Awards were established in 2013 to
celebrate the very best of in-house recruitment
excellence, innovation and best practice. They
act as an inspiration to fellow members of The
FIRM, setting the standard for in-house recruiters
and provide an opportunity for our members to
recognise the achievements of their peers.
This is now the third year we have produced our
Winners Case Study booklet and it is one of our
most popular downloads amongst our members
who are all very keen to understand what great
looks like. Hopefully this showcase of best
practice case studies will act as insight and
inspiration to many of you.

A beautiful experience.
A perfect process.
A winning combination for you.
eArcu’s complete talent acquisition and CRM
suite wins in every category - for a compelling
candidate experience and a seamless
recruitment process, for clients such as BP,
British Airways, DHL, EE, Five Guys, Kindred
Group, National Express, Holland & Barrett,
Investec, Macmillan Cancer Support, Sir Robert
McAlpine and many more employers who
choose our future-proofed software solutions.
We’re constantly evolving and continually
changing the game - inspiring clients and
candidates alike through the latest innovations
in Chatbot, Gender-Neutral Hiring and
Animated Onboarding; all built into an
award-winning suite that includes:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Beautiful and award winning career
site design.
An extensive candidate assessment engine.
Easy-to-use video interviewing.
Gamified on-boarding.
Job board and social media
channel management.
Online offer and contract management
(including eSignatures).
Predictive analysis and automatic
gender-bias detection.
Powerful multi-dimensional reporting
and analytics.
API interface links to HRIS.

Year on year we have seen an increase in
sophistication and innovation from our members
in the way in which they attract, source, engage
and hire potential talent.
As always, we have been thrilled with the calibre
of the entries this year and the creativity, hard
work and sheer genius that sits behind them. We
hope you enjoy our winners booklet and look
forward to your entries into the Awards 2020!

Win the hearts and minds of the people you need in a seamless fully mobile-ready interface for applicants,
recruiters, hiring-managers and approvers.
Contact Damian.Nolan@earcu.com or get in touch with us
at www.earcu.com/contact
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The Judges

The Sponsors
Headline sponsor
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Interim Head of
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Ryan
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Macmillan Cancer
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Head of Recruitment
Sky Betting & Gaming

Recruitment Lead
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Winners
Here are all the winners in the 2019 Awards. Full case studies can be read on the following pages.

Best Candidate Experience

Best Emerging Talent Recruitment Strategy

Recruitment Effectiveness Award

In-house Recruiter of the Year

Accenture

Heathrow Airport Limited

The AA

Sophie Abbott

Supported by Capp

Supported by Amberjack

Supported by TMP and Guidant

BD

Sponsored by

Sponsored by

Sponsored by

Best Careers Website

Best Onboarding Experience

Outstanding Impact, Transformation & Change

Recruitment Leader of the Year

Wehkamp

Mondelēz International

BT

Ryan Barnett

Supported by Ph.Creative

Expedia

Sponsored by

Sponsored by

Sponsored by

Sponsored by

Best Development of an Employer Brand

Best Social Recruitment Strategy

Supplier Innovation of the Year

Recruitment Team of the Year

Hastings Direct

RBS

Enhance Media

Balfour Beatty

Supported by That Little Agency

Supported by Ph.Creative

Sponsored by

Sponsored by

Sponsored by

Best Diversity & Inclusion Recruitment Strategy

Innovation of the Year

Best Supplier Partnership

Expedia Group

Vodafone

Blackbridge Communications

Supported by Pink Squid

In partnership with Babcock International

Sponsored by
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Sponsored by

Best Candidate Experience

Accenture
Supported by Capp

OVERVIEW

DEVELOPMENT

Accenture is a leading global management consulting and
professional services firm that works in partnership with many
of the world’s top organisations. In 2018, there were more than
459,000 employees worldwide serving clients in more than 120
countries. Each year, 700 graduates are recruited across the UK
and Ireland.

The Accenture Discovery Portal is a multimedia gateway to the
World of Accenture. It utilises technology to create authenticity,
allowing candidates to show their real self non-judgmentally.

In order to align with the wider workforce, a new graduate
selection process must not only assess potential, but also provide
candidates an insight into:
Values – including the aim to be the world’s most inclusive and
diverse organisation
Innovation – embracing and shaping new technology
Expectations – what is expected through work, behaviours
displayed, and culture
STRATEGY
Assessment is a two-way process. It’s an opportunity to learn as
much as possible about a candidate’s potential, but it’s also the
chance for the candidate to find out about Accenture, the role
and the industry, and to enjoy the process at the same time. To
ensure the very best future talent, a wide and large cross section
of applicants must be attracted and engaged, challenged and
informed throughout the selection process.
This needed to be a unique, immersive recruitment experience that
provided an approach that looks, feels and operates like no other. It
needed to transform the experience for candidates, putting them
in control of how they explore and complete assessments, and
providing them with a developmental learning experience.
In partnership with Capp, the Accenture Discovery Portal was
created. With its best in-class design, it not only looks amazing
and appealing, but provides narratives that are informative and
useful to all potential Accenture employees. This selection process
evolved with the adoption of Capp’s Virtual Reality Platform at
Assessment Centre, delivering consistent, natural responses, as well
as an outstanding experience for candidates.
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It is delivered through a single screen where candidates selfnavigate through a number of interactive content panels, designed
to accommodate bespoke or customised assessment profiles,
usually developed as part of a Capp Success Analysis. Due to the
wide range of assessment types available, the Portal is purposely
designed to measure a blend of assessment types, notably
behavioural and cognitive in one sitting. There is no right or wrong
sequence to follow, and candidates can approach the narrative
in multiple ways, choosing how they watch and read source
materials before answering assessment questions with any type
of response options. This allows the high volume of candidates to
move through the assessment process with ease, coupled with a
captivating and informative integrated assessment solution that is
held to the rigorous standards of off-the-shelf psychometric testing.

as a learning experience, like a real business case to work through
with interesting, realistic topics and a variety of tasks to tackle.

“As a mildly dyslexic individual, I have always
struggled to get my foot in the door at Accenture,
especially when under strict time pressures. Despite
feeling as though my soft skills make up for the
pitfalls in scores I achieved in speedy technical
tests, which are poised by traditional screening

instruments, I was unable to showcase these skills
under traditional testing conditions. This new testing
platform has allowed me to demonstrate both my
analytical and soft skills, which are tested in a way
applicable to the needs and requirements of the job.
I’d like to thank Accenture and the recruitment team
for providing me with a greater prospect of success
and opportunity by adjusting testing methods.”

The decision was also made to revise the Assessment Centre
process, adopting Capp’s Virtual Reality Assessment Platform (VR)
instead of using group exercises. Each candidate experiences three
very different assessment environments that provides candidates
with a number of challenging scenarios to adapt to. Each VR
environment is free to walk around and candidates can interact
with it as in real life. The VR is completely immersive and provides
candidates with an experience like no other. Their subconscious
truly believes it is ‘there’ and as well as driving natural behaviour and
eliciting natural, consistent responses, candidates really enjoy it.
RESULTS
Candidates have been placed at the centre of the assessment
process. Listening to feedback from previous assessments, a
transformational process has been developed that makes the
candidates’ experience as important as the assessment itself.
Candidates are telling us that the
assessment is a refreshing break from the
mundane application processes of other
companies and enjoy the fact that it acts
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Sponsored by

Best Careers Website

Wehkamp
Supported by Ph.Creative

OVERVIEW

•
•
•
•
•

Wehkamp is an online warehouse in the Netherlands. Their
vision is to become the number 1 retailer in the hearts and
minds of all the Nation’s families. Wehkamp’s mission is to
make the lives of those families more beautiful and easier.

Production:
• Wireframes
• Design
• Content creation
• Development

Having had 227 hires in 2017 and an increased national
recruitment need, the strategy for the careers website was to
ensure it was aligned to the employee value proposition, and to
demonstrate throughout the website that they live and breathe
their values.
Wehkamp loves to give customers memorable experiences,
they wanted this to be mirrored in the website experience for
candidates and employees.
STRATEGY
We completed an employer branding and employee value
proposition project with Wehkamp ahead of the build, this helped
us understand the business and Wehkamp’s 6 main personas
before jumping into the Careers website project. Workshops
during this initial project allowed us to find and distill themes
whilst finding out what personas enjoyed most about
working at Wehkamp, leading us to a meaningful employer brand
and EVP.
The strategy on the careers website was to ensure the website was
aligned to the EVP in every way. Wehkamps proposition is ‘Learn.
Laugh. Lead’ therefore, the main objective was to demonstrate
each of these through the website. We also considered each
persona’s user journey through the website and the content
that would resonate most with each. We wanted candidates to
be informed of Wehkamp’s values and to paint a picture of how it
would be to work there before a candidate applied.
Being a hugely successful e-commerce company based in Holland,
Wehkamp loves to give customers memorable experiences. This
is a big part of their consumer brand and they wanted this to be
mirrored in the website experience for candidates and employees.
This was achievable by creating an ecommerce environment where
‘products’ became ‘vacancies’ and ‘conversions’ became ‘applications’.
We found out from the workshops that current employees
resonated with fellow colleagues as well as management. We
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Requirements gathering with client
Website solution
Kick off meeting
Schedule created
Content plan

created a ‘Meet The Lead’ section where you can hear from
management about roles, benefits and working life at Wehkamp,
but a big focus was also on user-generated content from those
already working at Wehkamp. This is how #wehkampmoments
came about, which is an area of the site where employees can
share videos, photos of them learning, laughing and leading
during their time at Wehkamp.
DEVELOPMENT
The project was focused on bringing the EVP to life through creative
and it was a really collaborative process involving Wehkamp and
Ph. Creative. This enabled us to get the same experience across
Wehkamps careers website and consumer website, by working
together with Wehkamps senior e-commerce UX team who know
what works well for them from a consumer perspective.
The website took a mobile-first approach and incorporated job
functions such as the ability to post jobs, application of jobs and
functionality to save jobs. The website was integrated with the
SmartRecruiters ATS for a smooth and trackable process.
An account of how it was developed:
Umbraco was used to create a website completely bespoke to
Wehkamp, which would be simple to use and updated by their
team. Using Umbraco means any future functionality is possible
by Ph. and upgrades are made frequently to keep the website in a
new condition. Our Job board starter kit was used as this included
features Wehkamp required.
The process of how we built Wehkamp’s website:
• Research and planning
• EVP findings reviewed

Testing and deployment:
• Testing and fixing
• Client CMS training
• Content upload
• UAT sign off
• Deployment
Showing the work environment through the branding was
important, as was showing the people who work there and the
leaders. Benefits and perks were also showcased through the
branding of the website. #Wehkampmoments was created to
showcase the culture at Wehkamp which is displayed on various
parts of the website and updated by their own employees.
RESULTS
The collaboration between Wehkamp and Ph.Creative has resulted in
an incredibly modern approach to the design of their career website.
This was by putting content, experience and their EVP message at
the forefront of every stage in the careers sit. Rather than a basic
transactional approach that allows candidates to find jobs with no
chance to learn about your company, its culture, vision or people.

Wehkamps career site is next generation thinking and execution.
Traffic: 6000 - 7000 visitors a month
Applicants: Average of 800 a month. (Previous site 200 average)
Application quality: Improved massively and candidates are more
prepared for interviews due to knowing more about Wehkamp
and the department/role. This shows that the website objective, to
give candidates a clear idea of working at Wehkamp and their EVP,
is being met.
Pages per session: 4.57 average all traffic which shows users are
engaged with content to stay on the site and continue through
4.57 pages.
Organic traffic for November 2018 made up 48% of traffic. Setting
the website up with a strong SEO presence was important, so
candidates searching for relevant terms and jobs come across the
Wehkamp careers site.
Pages per sessions for organic traffic is 5.38 average. This shows
that organic traffic is bringing in quality candidates and users who
are interested and engaged in the site.
The website has a low bounce rate with overall traffic of 33% and
even lower 27% for organic visitors.
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Best Diversity and Inclusion
Recruitment Strategy

Sponsored by

Expedia Group
OVERVIEW
Expedia Group is a global travel platform. This programme of work
tackled the challenge of securing a meaningful pipeline of diverse
candidates into roles and providing an environment for candidates
and new hires to be heard, engaged an learnt from. We gave focus
to business functions like technology and leadership roles where
we noted a lack of this representation. Diversity here enabled us to
further innovate our product and internal offering, helped us mirror
our real life diverse customer base and simply ‘do the right thing’.
STRATEGY
Diversity will refer to our efforts to address Gender Balance.
For context, we have global goals called BHAGS — ’Big Hairy
Audacious Goals’ and one of our most prominent is to have 30% of
our VP+ population as women by 2020.
• In 2016 20% of our VP+ Roles were held by Women
• As of 2017 24% of VP+ roles at Expedia Group were held by Women
Our strategy was driven by how we engage with the market
externally and how we foster diverse talent throughout the
recruitment experience.
How did this impact the work of our recruitment team? We
spent time actively tracking and engaging a diverse pipeline of
candidates. This was combined with a hiring process that sought
to remove bias through analysis of the gendered language in
advertising, blind CV screens, video interviewing, diverse interview
panels, interview and feedback training and competency and skills
scoring against defined frameworks
Challenges we faced were traversing the group nature of how we
are as a platform and also how we pooled efforts to tackle such
a wide problem and not create an artificial sense of competition
amongst the brands.
It’s also worth noting the scale and nature of change affected both
recruitment teams and clients in profound ways. For our own
recruitment team there were some behaviors that we needed
to train ourselves out of from the more mundane such as how
we sequenced workflow, to the more uncomfortable such as
challenging our own and others biases.

and VP’s have all been sponsors of this initiative so whilst
navigating across Expedia Group businesses was logistically
difficult, we tackled this through high profile internal events and a
dedicated communications strategy to ensure all understood the
case for change.
DEVELOPMENT
We followed a user-centred design approach and conducted
interviews with employees specifically recent hires to understand
their drivers. This identified that building employer brand and
events should be the focus.
Champions: We internally mapped influencers to be our ‘Diversity
Champions’. They became our ambassadors at events and online.
They spoke at events and we leveraged senior leaders to be
keynote speakers.
We created authentic stories with our champions that featured
on our company pages, LinkedIn and Medium tech blogs,
stakeholders started pro-actively sharing. Rather than a sole
recruitment activity it became an authentic piece of employee
advocacy where finding authentic voices to represent us was
critical for promoting our message.
Removing bias from the process: When engaged candidates
registered interest for jobs we had to ensure an interview process
that embodied our goal.

• We used Textio on all job advertising to finely tune to gender
neutral language to not deter anyone from applying.
• In some areas we tested blind CV reviewing removing names,
any educational institutions and any allusions to gender focused
groups or affiliations.
• Every face-to-face interview had at least one female and one
male on the interview panel
• Removed at-home testing from experienced hire interview
process as favoured those without families
• SLAs on CV review and number of interviews in a process to
promote a quick process
• Showcase culture by using team environments and real-life case
study work.
Dream Destination App
We partnered with internal Developers to develop the ‘Dream
Destination’ app. This addressed two challenges for us; it became
our standout attraction piece at the event and it also collected
attendee details for those candidates that were interested in us but
not available to have a direct conversation with a recruiter.

We hosted ‘Women in Tech’ meetups at our offices too ‘R Ladies’
and ‘Digital Ladies’. We also sponsored external hackathons and
are working with ‘Women Driven Development’ we hosted a
hackathon in March 2019. We used these events to network and
build a community to invite to future events and talk to about
future opportunities.
RESULTS
We measured this based on the demographics of our organisation.
We are close to our goal of 30% at VP+ at 28.5% with 4.5% increase
in 2018.
Over the course of 2018 we have hosted or sponsored a total of 25
events creating a warm pipeline of 4300 leads. 69% of these leads
are female
Feeding into that pipeline we have seen an increase in gender
diversity at manager level plus in specific tech verticals where we
have a historic problem of gender balance.
Most importantly we have driven appetite to talk about these
challenges and help people realise that there is more that we can
be doing. We know that there is more to be done in scale, reach
and definition of diversity hiring and so do others who can now
see a clearer path to change.

Attendees were asked to fill out a GDPR-compliant form on an iPad
with their ‘Dream Destination’ and then a pin would mark the spot
real-time on the world map shown on the screen. At the end of the
conference the map would show a picture of where people most
want to travel. Having these attendee details then formed our
bespoke pipeline of potential future candidates.

To help us keep our goal in sight our CEO, Chiefs of Technology
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Sponsored by

Best Emerging Talent
Recruitment Strategy

Heathrow Airport Limited
Supported by Amberjack

• We assessed candidates more fairly at the end of each stage by
moving to a “block” recruitment approach.
• A dedicated team at Amberjack provided ‘the human touch’
managing candidates calls before each stage to understand
candidate requirements and clarify expectations.
• Assessment centre exercises were upgraded, and we used a
diverse assessor pool - 53% female and 31% BAME. Deploying
different assessors for each exercise reduced unconscious bias.
• We also embraced data-driven insight as a catalyst for
transformation, measuring KPIs to track success and benchmark
them as a process of continual improvement.

OVERVIEW
Heathrow is the UK’s hub airport, welcoming over 80 million
passengers each year. Our vision is to deliver the best airport
service in the world, something we can achieve only if the diversity
of passengers and local community is reflected at all levels of our
business. For this reason, bold objectives to embrace diversity sit at
the heart of Heathrow 2.0, our sustainability strategy.
Our early careers programmes recruit c.34 hires each year and
are recognised as a pipeline for talent at Heathrow. Our Executive
Committee set us a bold objective to transform diversity at
graduate level, without reducing the calibre of our cohort, to
build a diverse pipeline of future talent. Our challenge was that
we’d achieved mixed results for diversity the previous year (2017)
with our ‘generalist’ programme 29% female and 14% BAME and
Engineering 50% female and 0% BAME. Transformational change
was needed if we were to meet our objectives.
STRATEGY
The Heathrow Skills Task Force, established and led by Lord
Blunkett, is challenging Heathrow to identify the airport’s future
education, employment and skills strategy. The Skills Task force
aims to create 180,000 new jobs including 10,000 apprenticeships
with the expansion programme providing openings for local talent
to build careers at Heathrow. As a business, we therefore have a
fantastic opportunity to not only significantly impact the skills gap,
but also drive diversity and inclusion.
To capitalise on opportunity and create a catalyst for diversity
the Heathrow Executive Committee that includes John HollandKaye CEO, and Paula Stannett Chief People Officer, set us a bold
objective. We needed to increase female diversity to 70% in our
generalist programme, and increase other key diversity metrics,
without reducing the calibre of our cohort. This objective supports
a business wide target of 40% women and 60% men in leadership
roles by 2020 and parity by 2025. 41% of Heathrow’s employees
are currently female, but men dominate senior roles (68%). In
Engineering, the population is currently 89% male. Our strategy
therefore needed to deliver a graduate cohort with the potential to
significantly impact these ratios.
To meet the bold objective set by the Executive Committee
recruitment transformation was required. That’s why we partnered
with a specialist business who shared our passion and ambition
but also had the experience, technology and future talent insight
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to achieve our objectives. Working in partnership with future talent
specialists Amberjack, we embarked on a journey to not only
improve recruitment but break down the barriers to diversity.
The first step in the development of our strategy was a process
called Job Analysis. Amberjack interviewed Heathrow leaders and
graduates on our programmes to understand the behaviours
required for success. Once validated by testing on an internal
population we could measure these behaviours at every stage of
the new recruitment lifecycle to guarantee success. Our ‘one-team’
partnership, was totally aligned as we embarked on the design of a
new attraction strategy and recruitment process that would inspire
the diverse graduate talent we needed and make recruitment
more effective than it had ever been before.
DEVELOPMENT
Recruitment was transformed. Throughout the recruitment
lifecycle we removed bias and consistently measured the
behaviours future leaders needed for success.
• Recruitment became immersive using Amberjack’s market
leading Ambertrack ATS with an engaging new candidate
journey; application, SJT, video interview, telephone interview
and assessment centre.
• Traditional online tests were replaced with game-based
assessment to reduce test anxiety, a significant factor in bias
against female and BAME candidates.
• Throughout recruitment we assessed for potential using
Amberjack’s future-focused scenario-based questions to give all
candidates an equal opportunity.
• Blind screening in Ambertrack removed candidate details from
assessor’s view.

In partnership with Amberjack our targeted attraction strategy
developed partnerships and linked recruitment to CSR by
leveraging the Heathrow stakeholder community to drive change.
• Upgraded careers.heathrow.com with videos, profiles and
engaging content. ReciteMe and Textio made us accessible for
all and removed content bias.
• An innovative Amberjack designed match-me tool on the
careers site provided deeper insight and candidate self-selection.
• Promoted Heathrow as an inclusive employer - headlined: Skills
London, the London Job Show, the Diversity Careers Show.
• Showcased our diversity through engaging social media
campaigns.
• Used job boards that delivered success - TARGETjobs, Milkround,
Rate My Placement.
• Established a diverse campus team to engage students.
• Strengthened partnerships with local universities e.g. Brunel.
Colleagues from alumni to senior managers shared their drive
and passion to inspire students. Mentored diversity groups e.g.
‘Women in Engineering Society’, and initiated guest lecturing
programmes.
• Held events at Heathrow hosted by our interns, grads, recruitment
team, Directors and CEO. Over 100 students from Brunel benefited
by understanding entry routes and working life at Heathrow.
RESULTS
Attraction targeted the talent we needed; careers site visits
increased 10% to 38,704. A superb 16.9% of site visitors made
applications. This was a fall of 10% on the previous year, reflecting
the targeted nature of attraction that gave us more time to focus
on quality candidates. The new Amberjack designed match-me
tool improved candidate fit. It provided a realistic preview of life at
Heathrow allowing candidates to self-select themselves into the
process. Social media results also improved. Facebook followers

increased 303 with a gender split of 50/50. The partnership we
developed with Brunel University was a success, delivering 88
applications into our process.
Altogether, we made 34 hires and exceeded the bold objective
to grow diversity in our leaders of the future. Female hires rose
by 82%, while BAME increased 133%. Cost-per-hire was 29% less
than the ISE (Institute of Student Employers) industry average.
Candidate withdrawals reduced by 62% due to the immersive
and engaging process we built, and the exceptional candidate
experience we delivered.
We recruited 16 exceptional graduates for our future leader’s
programme. 73% of hires were female against an ISE average of
42.9%. This exceeded the target set by the Executive Committee.
Its significantly higher than our present Heathrow workforce at
41%, and a substantial 175% increase on the previous year. 33% of
offers for this programme went to BAME candidates against an ISE
average of 19.6%. Although this wasn’t quite up to the level of our
wider workforce, it is a 100% increase on our previous cohort.
For the engineering future leaders programme, 50% of offers went
to females against an ISE average of 31.2%. This is a massive 355%
increase on workforce levels. Significantly, 75% of offers went to
BAME candidates. Having not hired any BAME candidates the
previous year this was an impressive result that translates to a 268%
increase on the ISE industry average. Finally, 100% of all the offers
we made were accepted, 15% above the ISE average.
The fantastic results we’ve achieved by driving diversity in our
future talent cohort support our ambition to reflect the diversity
of our local community at every level by 2025 and our vision to
deliver the best airport service in the world.
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Sponsored by

Best Onboarding Experience

Mondelēz International
OVERVIEW
Mondelēz International, Inc. is one of the world’s largest snacks
companies, with 2018 net revenues of approximately $26 billion..
Our mission is to lead the future of snacking around the world by
offering the right snack, for the right moment, made the right way.
Over 80,000 employees support this effort by manufacturing and
marketing delicious food and beverage products for consumers
in approximately 160 countries around the world. We are a world
leader in biscuits, chocolate, gum, candy and powdered beverages.
We hold the No. 1 position* globally in biscuits and candy as well
as the No. 2 position in chocolate and gum.
We are located in over 160 countries across the globe in 4 regions
and 13 geographical business units. In the UK, we are based in
both Bournville and Uxbridge. Jennifer Candee is the Global Head
of Talent Acquisition and forms the global strategy, employer
branding, executive TA and global process and tools for the
approximately 300 person function.
STRATEGY
A company-wide reorganization in 2015 led to a working model
in which most HR colleagues were located in Centralized Shared
Service Centres and a global organization in which more and more
people/hiring managers had their teams dispersed across multiple
countries and locations.
The challenge of remote hiring paired with inconsistent
onboarding (limited largely to bureaucratic and hard-to-navigate
administrative tasks) was confusing to our managers and
ineffective for our new hires.
DEVELOPMENT
A program was launched in November 2017, with the hiring
manager in the driver’s seat, supported locally by “Buddies” and
“Go-to Managers” and remotely by Talent Acquisition and HR. We
introduced and formalized the role of the Buddy & “Go to” Manager
so that new joiners can learn their way around, meet people and
be included in local business activities, even if their manager is in a
different location.
This was led by a multi-regional, multi-functional project team of
22, working beyond their daily responsibilities for over 18 months.
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The challenge wasn’t small – from administrative elements to
learning modules, performance management and effective
networking; from contracts to engaging new hires at offer stage;
from observing each country’s legal framework to assuring one
consistent approach globally – we had to solve for everything,
while keeping it simple for managers and enjoyable for all.

Finally, a Steering Committee of senior leaders from HR, TA,
Facilities, IT, Legal, Compliance and Corporate Affairs guided
and supported our efforts. The undertaking was long, complex,
frustrating at times, rewarding at others, but in the end, the team
was proud of its legacy, grew as professionals and developed longlasting “across the world” friendships.

We defined each stakeholder’s roles and responsibilities and
captured it all in RACIs and Standard Operating Procedures
documents, and the Change Management Team helped with
training and communications to TA, HR and the overall company.

Training and Awareness sessions were held across 4 regions from
North America, Latin America, Europe, and AMEA.

This was a truly global initiative effecting all new hires (approx 1214K per year) across all grades levels from part time merchandisers
up to the senior most executives. The challenge of remote
hiring paired with inconsistent onboarding (limited largely to
bureaucratic and hard-to-navigate administrative tasks) was
confusing to our managers and ineffective for our new hires.
Unlike other traditional onboarding programmes, this one covered
both the logistic and legal / compliance aspects as well as the
big impact activities that make a difference in performance and
engagement. We were able to achieve global consistency and
experience with the flexibility to adapt the first items to over 100
countries (no small feat!)
We have a data flow chart which indicates the trigger points and
SLAs for each step of the process with RACI charts for roles and
responsibilities for all involved from TA, Workforce administration to
Payroll, ITS and Facilities.
On a minimal budget of $15K USD for creative design and
translation, the requirement was to co-create internally without
additional technology or apps - using only our ATS (Taleo) and our
company intranet.
Of course, 22 people couldn’t do it all alone. We engaged over 100
other experts in their fields to provide us with the right content
and governance to make future updates and improvements as we
go along. We also conducted substantial external research on what
it takes to make a difference in speeding up the learning curve,
delivering results quickly and feeling engaged and connected. We
also hosted internal focus groups which helped us to understand
our internal pain points and serve as sounding boards for our ideas.

HR: 4 Regional awareness sessions: 679 attendees TA: 4 Regional
training sessions: 254 attendees
VIRTUAL REALITY FOR ONBOARDING
Bully Entertainment bullyentertainment.com were used in the
creation of the Virtual Reality platform and app for both iphones
and Android. Partnered directly with Global Employer Brand
Manager and Global Agile Capability Team (leading eCommerce /
Innovations) with proof of concept for VR space for onboarding.
Fresh Communications nowthatsfresh.com (Nicky Grainger,
London based) were used for the creative graphics for our
onboarding platform that sits on our corporate intranet.
TranslatePlus www.translateplus.com was the vendor for
language translations.
RESULTS
Talent Acquisition Awareness Poll Results
• 22% of Colleagues thought the new materials & Starting Here
Site looks excellent & the pages look easy to navigate -cannot
wait to review!
• 37% said: Those materials look great –informative and engaging
• 4% said: It is logical to have the onboarding materials on our
Employee Center
• 5% said: I like that we also address the need to have materials in
the local languages 31% Voted for ALL of the above!
• Only 1% weren’t quite sure yet...
HR Awareness Poll Results
• 23% of Colleagues thought the new materials & Starting Here
Site looks excellent & the pages look easy to navigate -cannot
wait to review!

• 31% said: Those materials look great –informative and engaging
• 7% said: It is logical to have the onboarding materials on our
Employee Center
• 3% said: I like that we also address the need to have materials in
the local languages
• 33% Voted for ALL of the above!
• Just 3% weren’t quite sure yet...
In 18 languages, we’re happy to say: Welcome to Mondelēz
International!
OTHER FEEDBACK
New Hire & Hiring Manager Feedback Survey post hire via CEB
Gartner – The survey is sent to hiring managers and new starters
60 days after hire date, and results are captured at the end of every
Quarter.A year on, we can see a clear improvement as part of the
launch of our upgraded process & content to 80% of respondents
rating it 7/10 or higher.
In Q3 2017 Hiring manager survey ratings for our Onboarding
process 69% of respondents gave a score of 7/10 or higher with
just 3% rating our current process a 10/10. With 80% of HMs
surveyed in 2018 giving the OB Process a 7/10 or higher that’s
an 11% improvement in our satisfaction rating overall with
many excellent comments & supportive feedback received also
throughout the year.
Hiring Managers; 80% of HMs surveyed in 2018 gave the OB
Process a 7/10 or higher - 12% of all respondents rated a 10/10 & a
whopping 28% rated the new process a 9/10!
New Hires: Onboarding process satisfaction increased year on year
from 64% to 72% overall.
Our site allows users to escalate issues directly & we have
implemented a successful governance model which globally
managed with Regional & local support. In the first 6 months
just a few issues & escalations were registered (and none major)
– a hugely positive indicator considering that prior to program
implementation, general complaints were raised virtually every
day. From being a topic on most managers’ minds and a source of
complaints to HR, today all feedback received has been positive.
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Best Onboarding Experience

‘Starting Here’ Site Usage:
• Almost 14,000 Visits in 12 months since launch – 72% unique users
• 4,371 Hiring Managers
• 3,927 New Hires
• 375 Buddies
Governance & Change
• An established feedback and change process including Talent
Acquisition / HR
• TA explain the process at the Intake Job Briefing and gather
feedback at the end of the Recruitment Process, supporting the
HM & HR throughout with any queries that arise
• Audits of Starting Here Site and all content are conducted every
six months to ensure that links are working, key contacts are
correct & to reflect and potential changes (location/process/
technology etc)
Achievements and Results
• One globally consistent way for onboarding that is sustainable
as well as engaging and compliant with multiple legal
requirements worldwide. In-person orientation sessions added
to highly populated locations.
• Clear roles and responsibilities. All key stakeholders understand
their roles and where to find supporting resources.
• High quality global content supported by local logistics
elements that are easy to find in one place on our global
Employee Centre for New Starters, Buddies and Managers
(catered to remote: managers as well).
Time to productivity
• A more streamlined process with increased automation (i.e.
laptop ordering triggered by a step in the Applicant Tracking
system instead of someone requesting it manually).
• Our new hires start their onboarding before they join us
shortening the time to productivity. We provide engagement
tools and connection points, with both online materials and
direct interaction with the hiring manager as they establish a
relationship before day one. Our pilot using Virtual Reality puts
us ahead of competitors in this space. Our 360° videos can be
seen on our Mondelēz YouTube channel. One example: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=VjVo5yDntIQ
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Additional Links
• Welcome OnBoard Site :
careers.Mondelēzinternational.com/welcome-on-board
• Welcome to Mondelēz! - Video:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=EEmD1-RPszQ&feature=youtu.be
• Hiring Manager Instructional Video:
www.youtube.com/watch? v=06FccNal1GM&feature=youtu.b
• Meet our people:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=F0_kLiIgpG4

We have a rich portfolio of strong brands – both global and local. Our 9 global brands account
for around 43% of our revenues while our jewel brands represent approximately half of our
total revenue. Our local jewel brands are intertwined with the fabric of particular countries
and play a unique role to satisfy consumers’ demands for local taste.

Increased Connectivity
• Our new hires are well connected across the organization
through our New Starters Yammer Group
• Big ROI – total investment of USD 60,000 - USD 45,000 for Virtual
Reality (videos and cardboards – our Global Innovation Team
funded agency relationship for the app and the VR Hub) and
USD 15,000 for site design, translations, video production, and
branding. All other work was in-house, so lots of creativity was
required to make a big impact with low monetary investment.
• The experience of both hiring managers and new starters has
been overall highly positive.
The global complexity of this project, completed primarily with
a team of 22 as part of their day jobs - to prepare, organise and
roll out to one consistent approach globally in 18 languages.
The final execution was seamless through the communication
and engagement plan through to training of HR, TA and our line
managers. The fact that we developed an onboarding programme
which starts well before day one is a key differentiator. Unlike other
traditional onboarding programmes, this one covered both the
logistic and legal / compliance aspects as well as the big impact
activities that make a difference in performance and engagement.
We were able to achieve global consistency and experience with the
flexibility to adapt the first items to over 100 countries (no small feat!)
Adding Virtual Reality to our onboarding programme was the
icing on the cake enabling us to continue the excitement during
the recruitment process and providing them a real “moment that
matters” and continues their learning before they step in the door
on day one. This global project won the Global HR Award of the year
at Mondelēz in 2018 in the ‘Making a Difference - Grow our Impact’
category. We are incredibly proud of the tireless efforts of this team
to make a huge difference in a space that doesn’t always receive
the attention and ownership it should - yet makes a tremendous
difference in setting the stage for our new hires before day one.

All around the world, the lines between meals and snacks are blurring. Those
moments when you reach for a delicious bite in between meals is on the rise. This
provides a unique opportunity for our company. At Mondelēz International, we’re
building the best snacking company in the world through a focus on our
three strategic priorities:

We’re accelerating consumercentric growth by taking a broader
approach to snacking, balancing our
investment across both global and
local brands, transforming our
marketing and investing in key
markets and adjacencies.

We are driving operational
excellence in sales execution,
marketing, supply chain and
generating continuous cost and
quality improvement across the
business.

We are building a winning growth
culture that more effectively leverages
local commercial expertise, invests in
talent and key capabilities while enabling
the business to move with greater
speed and agility.
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Best Social Recruitment Strategy

RBS
Supported by Ph.Creative

OVERVIEW

understanding for future applicants.

Retail banking company, RBS, has 71,200 members of staff globally.
The objectives of the challenge were, reach and engagement
through social.

We developed 8 Instagram pages to be visually engaging, one
for each programme which consisted of a 9 box grid. The ‘boxes’
worked independently to promote different content but come
together to form one overall picture.

• Opportunity: At RBS there is an abundance of opportunities.
We had to show that each employee is given the chance to learn
and progress at RBS and they are provided with a solid platform
to build their career. Quote images helped with this message,
showing a current grad with a simple statement quoting what
position they’re in and what they want to do.

DEVELOPMENT

RESULTS

The concept:

The reach and results of the campaign were achieved, as well as
the level of engagement the content received.

RBS asked us to assist with their digital attraction strategy within
their early careers model aiming at interns, apprentices, and
graduates; specifically focusing on driving candidates to their
refocused careers pathways. These changes meant a greater clarity
on what graduates could expect and ensured the schemes were
meeting the long-term goals of the organisation.
STRATEGY
The pathways were designed around experiences to help
employees grow within the organisation. It was important for us to
convey what is expected in every job role, how the candidate can
make a difference and how RBS will keep making it as simple as
possible to work there.
We created an online journey using social media platforms with
an overall design that was youthful and relevant to the audience.
From research into the early careers personas, we highlighted
specific channels and platforms to target our campaign. We found
this target audience had a strong presence across social media
platforms, Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, and Instagram. Research
showed shorter posts get greater engagement so it’s best to aim
for 250 characters, including hashtags.
We focused on the uncertainty of graduates not knowing what
career path to take or how best to use their degree. With this
in mind, we included success stories of current RBS grads and
utilised gifs that related best with their answers, this reached
engagement perfectly on the likes of Facebook and Twitter.
Infographics were used as a visually pleasing and simpler way of
explaining RBS’s application process to interns and grads. Quote
images helped show relatable graduates in the different roles of
their grad schemes and what their favourite part of the role is.
The use of video was incorporated and shared on Facebook and
LinkedIn, interviewing current RBS graduates asking what scheme
they were on, why they chose that one, what the opportunities
available to them are and what they enjoy the most. These
videos were received well as a method of persuasion and further
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Watch – Listen – Read
Our research showed by using strong stories and creating a
personality with diverse messaging, this resonated best with the
different target personas. Insights showed some content could be
fun and quirky. Others to be more serious, needing to outline the
messages clearly.
Each persona had a unique content strategy to generate interest
and engagement to drive traffic to the Instagram programmes, and
to allow interaction and engagement promoted via other social
media channels (Twitter, Facebook & LinkedIn). We utilised multiple
layered content to speak to candidates on their terms and to drive
users to the RBS Jobs site for further exploration.
These key themes are what we conveyed in the content messages,
they’re what stands out when working at RBS. Predominantly
through the videos interviewing current grads.
• Variety: RBS is committed to offering candidates a wide range
of enriched learning experiences when it comes to the Early
Careers scheme. Infographics worked best to showcase this
theme as we could include important information in a clear and
fun format.

Facebook KPI breakdown:
• Reach: 5,020,042
• Reactions (Likes, comments and shares): 408
• Link clicks: 217
• Video views: 123,254
• Engagement %: 4.72%
Compared to other posts, competitions have performed well.
Creating this type of content or content similar is absolutely
essential now. They spiked in terms of engagement as well as reach
in total.
Twitter KPI breakdown:
• Retweets: 89
• Engagement %: 1.9%
• Likes: 149
• Impressions: 2.6m
• Replies: 11
• Link clicks: 56.2k

RBS joining in on ‘#GradHour’ is working well and allowing them
as a brand to reach new users in the relevant areas they need to be
involved in. Recent results are showing great engagement in terms
of likes and retweets because they’re using the right language in
tweets and using popular and local hashtags.
Instagram KPI breakdown:
• Posts: 79
• Engaged users: 841
• Engagement/post: 10.646/post
• Engagement rate/post: 4.492%
• Engagement rate/post: 354.852%
The lifestyle type photos of the team still do really well on this
channel and this is exactly what potential candidates want to see.
It’s all about showing behind the scenes of the business but less
professional looking ones, this is a good talent attraction strategy.
LinkedIn KPI breakdown:
• Total followers: 335,791
• Number of posts: 130
• Organic likes: 10,829
• Paid likes: 710
• Organic clicks: 32,785
• Paid clicks: 5,526
• Organic impressions: 5,326,450
• Paid impressions: 859,956
The use of quote images from team members has worked really
well in terms of engagement, alongside the content being posted
of all the charity work RBS are doing around the world.

• Inclusion: There is a prominent focus on the idea of complete
inclusion within RBS. We used the images of a word web
highlighting keywords which represented this theme and shared
them on Twitter.
• Support: There is a supportive and nurturing culture at RBS
when it comes to mentorship and morale. During the interviews,
graduates did mention the help and extra support on hand
when they require guidance, and how this is perfectly displayed
through their successful staff ‘buddying’ scheme.
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Innovation of the Year

Vodafone
Supported by Pink Squid

OVERVIEW
How is it possible that a world-famous company, with tens of
thousands of applications for just 250 graduate roles each year, can
struggle to attract the right people?
It’s because Vodafone is a real ‘behind-the-scenes’ tech company,
supplying technical solutions to the likes of Amazon and Google. In
fact, they’re contractually obliged not to shout about their cuttingedge work. But how do we get the best when these grads would
rather see themselves join famous and so called ‘game-changing
tech companies?

branding and created #BTGC, a whole new comapny, with its
own social channels, microsite and incredible tech stories. Like
making the first ever mobile phone call and installing the first
mobile network on the Moon. This was what ultimately attracted
candidates. The possibility to work for a groundbreaking company
that was developing tech ahead of its time. Across a fully paid
media digital campaign, the unbranded #BTGC targeted and
teased candidates and invited them to join the biggest tech
company they’d never heard of.

We facilitated those with another strategic twist – a second, simpler
campaign, branded with the Vodafone logo, that operated through
job boards, organic social content and active PPC keywords. It
had all the attitude of Beat the Game Changers, but none of the
complexity. For our paid campaigns, we separated each of the seven
functions we were recruiting for (tech, finance, HR and marketing)
into their own campaigns. We could then tweak content.
(Our research showed which tech stories would appeal to each
function the best). We would then run separate A/B tests (proving
the effectiveness of different styles), and of course run different
platforms for different audiences. We even made our PPC disruptive,
making ad groups around competitor key words and squarely
taking aim at them with the Beat The Game Changers attitude.
RESULTS

We built a microsite that took people on a linear journey, unveiling
more tech credentials and relevant roles. We used video, animated
glitch effects, sound effects and Spotify modules.

STRATEGY
From the beginning, we knew our creative had to play off against
other tech giants. Everything had to be real and authentic. We had
to stay away from using words such as ‘disruption’ or ‘game-changer’.
The more research we conducted, the more it became apparent
that the Vodafone brand was in fact a blocker for grads. We could
try any attitude, line or visual, but as soon as tech grads saw the
logo, they’d associate it with the high-street stores and switch off. So
we posed a very simple question: what if we removed the logo?

By removing the logo, we opened up Vodafone to millions of
candidates who would dismiss the brand as being ‘old fashioned’
or telecoms focused. And opened up a whole new position for
them as a dynamic start-up company. It was the best performing
campaign idea that we’ve ever run. We had a total of 7,924
applications during the campaign and 2,610 clicks coming
from Google search terms such as Machine Learning, Artificial
Intelligence and Data Science.
We had 8,347,371 total impressions.

It was a journey carefully constructed to engage top passive
candidates, those not interested in applying. But what about active
candidates who did want to apply?

DEVELOPMENT
Vodafone was out to BEAT THE GAME CHANGERS. The artwork
focused on authenticity, wth real imagery of real projects,
disrupted with gritty distorted effects. No static jpegs were created
in the studio. From video social posts to lenticular pull-up banner,
everything would be moving. We removed all of Vodafone’s
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Recruitment Effectiveness Award

The AA
Supported by TMP and Guidant

OVERVIEW
The AA is the UK’s largest motoring organisation with over 15
million members. Breakdown cover has traditionally been its
priority, but they have diversified into finance, insurance, leisure
and lifestyle services. From setting up their first motorbike patrols
to piloting ‘connected cars’, they have always embraced new
technology and innovation. Based across a number of locations
in the UK, the total workforce is approximately 7,500. The Talent
Acquisition team is 11-strong and headed up by Craig Morgans.
The role of the AA Talent Acquisition Team is to support the
strategic delivery of talent and associated programmes, ensuring
the organisation has the right level of resource and capability to
meet current and longer term organisational demands.

“I couldn’t believe we managed to source such a
high quality candidate so quickly”
There are four levels of role within the team – Director, Manager,
Consultant and Apprentice. Craig and his team are fully committed
to developing individuals, offering entry-level roles within
recruitment. In fact, nearly a third of the team are or have been
apprentices – one of them being last year’s AA Apprentice of the
Year and two have secured promotions within the last 12 months.
Based regionally within the AA’s contact centres, and centrally
at their HQ in Basingstoke, the team are placed as true Talent
Acquisition experts. They advise the business across the lifecycle
of candidate attraction and assessment. This includes providing
market and competitor insight, the development and delivery
of innovative attraction strategies, employer brand activity
and several large talent related projects (i.e. Employee Referral
Programme / 360 degree ‘One Experience’ Candidate Assessment).
STRATEGY
Recruitment within the AA is challenging due to the volume
(3,000 annual hires last year), complexity of demands across
very different business units plus the seasonal impact of events i.e.
weather changes that directly affect the core service of roadside
assistance and recovery.
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There are two main partnerships in place which have supported
our talent strategy across the last 12 months. Firstly, the team from
PeopleScout / TMP comprises account management, creative,
tech and copywriting teams, a social media specialist, and a
recruitment media channel planning and buying team. Guidant
Global, who deliver a Managed Service Provider for temps and
contractors, work through three onsite personnel.

The Talent Acquisition Team also won a Roadside
Services Team Award for the timely delivery of a key
business project.
New CEO & Transformational Change
In 2017 Simon Breakwell, CEO joined our business on a permanent
basis and as a result, our business has been going through a
significant period of transformation and we support activity across
multiple product lines and locations. There was a commitment to
the market that as a business we’d re-invest heavily in our front-line
Customer Ops and Roadside functions, alongside Insurance. As a
result, moving into 2018 this immediately added a challenge of
hiring c400 additional heads into the business, in what can only
be described as a challenging timescale. It was simple, if we didn’t
achieve these hiring targets our business would not perform and
deliver the EBITDA results promised to the market.

“How the team have delivered the manpower plan
this year is beyond me!”
As a team, our main levers that drive Talent Acquisition
performance are time and cost to hire (offer), quality of hires,
and the overall candidate / hiring manager experiences.
We track candidate activity throughout the recruitment funnel,
ensuring we have the right level / volume at every stage.
We continue to operate a direct sourcing strategy which was
implemented in 2016. This strategy continues to deliver the
operational needs of the business, supported by a supply chain who
are managed by our MSP (Guidant Global). Our current breakdown
of hiring is 94% direct – resulting in significant cost avoidance which

can be re-invested in front line training and brand initiatives.
Effectiveness to the business / stakeholders means that as an
organisation we can continue to deliver exceptional customer
outcomes and service. The UK public rely on the AA to keep them
moving and getting them home safely. Additionally, having the right
level of manpower operating our front-line operations removes
significant cost from having to rely on our garaging networks.
DEVELOPMENT
The Talent Acquisition team have come a very long way in the last
18 months. Historically the function was fragmented and overly
traditional in its approach to recruitment related activity.

“Exceptional. Craig and team have had some heroic
recruitment targets to hit”
Over the past year-and-a-half, the team’s structure and strategy
have changed significantly, mirroring the major overhaul and
improvement in the AA’s employment proposition.
The TA team members all line up against specific functional and/or
geographical business units to provide deep expert, local support
and input against local manpower plans and location strategies.
The direct sourcing strategy is driven by strong candidate and
market insight / analysis, allowing the business to maximise the
commercial returns from a direct hiring strategy. This strategy was
implemented in 2016 on the back of the TA team heavily relying
on agency support and not being able to service the demands of
the business. The change in focus was sponsored by the CEO and
Executive Team, with the external appointment of a new Head of
TA and subsequent approval of a blank canvass to work with. It was
clear that we needed to track, report and measure every stage
of the candidate lifecycle in order to validate ROI, something which
had never previously taken place within the AA.

“The team have done an amazing job delivering
the numbers and quality of hires that the business
required”

Immediately, we put in place several dashboards to track media
and advertising spend, alongside candidate activity – all the way
through the journey from click to application, to hire. Monitoring
cost and ROI at every stage, driving strategic business decisions.
Having then been able to demonstrate significant cost savings
and increase in the quality of hire, the team have been given the
freedom to expand on the execution of employer brand initiatives.
We now report all activity to the Exec team on a monthly basis via
our team dashboard, update our HR colleagues through the HR
Newsletter and lunch-and- learns.
Our single point / source of all MI is Domo (fed from our ATS
Talentlink), a fully-mobile, real-time, cloud-based operating system.
Data becomes decisions, ideas turn into actions and it’s become
the fuel (excuse the pun!) that drives our TA strategies. It ensures
the team are all on the same page and the data tells us a story.

“This team continually deliver exceptional results
against a backdrop of fast paced, high volume &
changing business demands. They’re focussed on
hiring manager and candidate experience, ensuring
the right outcomes for the business. Above all, they’re
fun to work with, passionate, enthusiastic & driven –
all traits which you can’t train!”
RESULTS
The required excellence and effectiveness were delivered and
continue to be, by radically changing our team structure and
closely contracting with the business, seeking continual feedback
with a clear understanding and analysis of both their short and
long term demands and challenges. We then put a team and
strategy in place to deliver against these, which continues to
evolve as our business does.
Operational practice is that we don’t stand still. We don’t wait to
be asked. We continue to seek improvements to current processes
and relationships. We seek honest and challenging feedback. We
push to innovate. And we have fun!!
The Talent Acquisition team has delivered game-changing
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business and performance achievements, and improvements
across the entire employment cycle.
Attraction Planning:
• Conducted comprehensive market mapping of competitors, job
roles and local market knowledge ahead of a significant business
change project (location strategy) which resulted in 100% direct
sourcing and timely delivery of 140 hires
• Planned and bought an annual attraction media plan, based
closely on the developing manpower plans in each area and job
family, which saved £480,000 based on rate card costs through
great negotiation and free inventory
Engagement:
• Delivered a radically new and innovative careers site, with an
enriched candidate experience that included employee stories,
realistic job profile videos, 3D home page photography, and the
innovative AA ChatBot
• Delivered a 320% increase in careers site traffic
• Delivered a 266% increase in candidate applications
• Delivered 289% more hires FY18, vs original business manpower
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plan - keeping direct sourcing stats at >90%
• Saw an increase in candidate applications from 8,000 in 2016 to
over 30,000 in 2017, and >56,000 by the end of 2018.
Selection:
• Designed and delivered new behavioural interview frameworks
• Designed and delivered new road operations outdoor candidate
assessment process and online technical test – driving better
quality of candidates at both interview and hire stages •
Introduced new candidate screening processes and models.
Hiring & On-boarding:
• Delivered an induction and welcome on-boarding video
• Direct sourcing strategy delivered >90% direct hires, up from
55% on the previous year
• Cost avoidance of >£5m of agency use
• Total business cost savings delivered by the team in 2017 c£7m
• Kept cost-per-hire consistently below £1,000 (more than half the
rate of 2016)
• Reduced attrition within contact centres by 20%, through better
selection and higher candidate quality

• Designed and delivered a comprehensive suite of management
information which clarifies and informs decisions on attraction
channels, candidate pipelines, selection processes, and delivers
true ROI at every stage of the candidate journey.

across all areas of their talent strategy in a period of profound
business change and shifting goals. They’ve pushed boundaries,
remodelled their philosophy, stepped into the unknown and had
fun along the way!

Partnering:
• Introduced a new recruitment operating model demonstrating
true business partnering
• Implemented a new Managed Service Provider for Temps and
Contractors – saving the business >£2m per year (strategic and
operational savings)
• Developed and launched
a new AA apprenticeship
scheme and trailblazing Road
Operations apprenticeship
programme – giving back to
the Automotive Industry
• Developed and launched
a candidate management
partnership with PeopleScout
/ TMP for contact centre
and road operations volume
recruitment.

In addition to the fantastic results, the team has developed and
delivered more innovative approaches to attraction, aimed at
raising the AA’s employment profile across the board. As part of
the ongoing employer profile-raising activity, other new attraction
initiatives have included the first ever AA recruitment video & first
ever AA experiential events,
which resulted in all-time-high
engagement statistics in terms of
site visits and applications.

The results of our activity, and
overall effectiveness:
• The offer-to-acceptance ratio is
now 98% - up from 88%
• Candidates arriving on inductions is now 97% - up from 75%
• Candidates passing probation induction is now 98% - up from
81%
• Turnaround time for candidate screening (from application) is
now under 2 days – it averaged 5
• Average time-to-first-contact a candidate is 0.6 days (down from
2.5)
• Average time-to-offer is 26.4 days (down from 37).

Working in close partnership
with Peoplescout, the team
has delivered new recruitment
branding and messaging (Ready
for ANYTHING?). Using a wide
range of AA employees in
recruitment materials and careers
site content has not only boosted
the credibility of the message,
but has also increased employee
advocacy across the organisation.

Feedback from colleagues/internal customers:
“Exceptional delivery”
“They’ve gone above and beyond to ensure a smooth hiring process”
The AA Talent Acquisition team has delivered a sea change across
both recruitment and retention, delivering transformational results
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BT
OVERVIEW
BT is one of the world’s leading providers of communications
services and solutions, serving customers in 180 countries. BT
consists of four customer-facing units: Consumer, Enterprise,
Global Services and Openreach. The Consumer unit is the
biggest UK provider of consumer fixed-line voice and broadband
services. We’re also the second-largest pay-TV sports broadcaster in
the UK, a leading innovator in broadcasting technology and one of
the UK’s fastest growing mobile operators.
For almost 20 years, BT had outsourced recruitment for consumer
contact centre advisors in the UK and a large percentage of calls
were taken offshore. On the back of our strategy to bring 100% of
calls back to the UK and Ireland by 2020 and to put the customer
at the heart of what we do, the challenge was to transform our
recruitment model, redefine who we wanted to recruit and
bring our recruitment back in-house to support better business
effectiveness and a better candidate experience.
STRATEGY
To support our new strategy, we needed an advisor population
who were engaged with our business and focused on delivering
the best customer service. As a result, we needed to transform our
recruitment strategy to implement a best in class direct resourcing
model.
The scope of this transformation project was eventually to involve
all 23 contact centres of our BT consumer business, geographically
spread from Truro to Aberdeen.
Implementing a direct resourcing model on such a scale was going
to be a significant change affecting many parts of the business, not
least the operational management teams in the contact centres. If
it was to be landed effectively, engaging every part of the business
was going to be crucial. The support for the project came from the
BT Consumer CEO and HR Director who both acknowledged the
importance of getting the best people into our customer-facing
teams.
Delivery of such a large change project was always going to
present challenges, but these only presented many opportunities
to refine our approach. These included:
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• Working with planning teams to agree hiring numbers,
balancing business needs with feasibility of recruitment.
• Managing the huge volumes of applications which were
received at launch.
• Understanding the local markets in each of the locations, each
with their own challenges, competitive landscape and diverse
demographics.
• Building confidence within the business and securing their
commitment of time and energy in the process, where a third
party provider usually did all of the leg-work.
DEVELOPMENT
After a full end-to-end review, we designed a robust recruitment
process to ensure we recruit the best people to deliver on our
business goal – to be number one for customer service. We also
wanted to create a personal recruitment process that made it
simple for candidates to apply and delivered a brilliant experience.
The strategy saw us:
• Build a national in-house recruitment team to manage the
recruitment of all contact centre advisors.
• Improve candidate selection through robust online testing
with strong predictive validity and a realistic job preview for
candidates.
• Training over 300 people managers to select the right people for
the job, embrace diversity and eliminate unconscious bias.
• Differentiating BT in the local recruitment markets and building
stronger links with communities.
• Ensuring complete visibility and control of candidate pool –
managing applications to bolster pipelines and move quickly to
meet business needs.
Delivering the training to and working with the managers was
an important factor to ensure they understood that the final
decision on recruitment was now within their remit. We were
giving managers the autonomy to make the decisions on who
would do well in these roles within their teams, with the support
of a recruitment expert to facilitate the discussions on outcomes,

pushing back where necessary and ensuring unbiased recruitment
decisions are made.
Recruiting at such scale meant an efficient recruitment process was
also crucial. Key elements included:
• Online application and a bespoke SJT designed to sift candidates
for behaviours, personalities and potential with minimal
involvement from the team.
• Telephone interview and assessment centre attendance,
withdrawal and pass rates were measured and analysed to
inform improvements to the process
• Ongoing analysis of attraction, applications and conversions
allows us to forecast the number of offers we potentially have
in the pipeline, allowing us to switch off attraction activity and
better control costs and keep the pipeline lean.

individual as it does on the business in identifying best fit for the role.
• The advisors starting with us are engaged with the business, our
vision for growth and our commitment to providing the best
customer service. This has seen some advisors outperforming
many of our existing advisors in their first 6 months.
• Day one fulfilment is over target and over delivering against the
previous outsourced model.
• 12 month attrition has been significantly reduced
• We were able to overfill requirements on many start dates as
well as being able to offer the planning team enough candidates
for an additional x20 start dates over their original requirements.
• We made significant savings on our attraction budget through
careful management of candidates throughout the process and
carefully measuring and optimising our attraction activity.

RESULTS
The impact of our recruitment transformation programme has
been felt across the business. We have exceeded expectations in
performance and delivery and have been able to react quickly
to demands of the business. We have over-achieved against our
targets and have received positive feedback on the success of
the initial roll-out. This in itself laid the groundwork for a huge
announcement in August 2018 – the offer of a permanent BT
contract to all 1,000 temporary staff and the newly formed direct
recruitment team taking on 100% of recruitment for contact
centres, after just 6 months of the initial roll-out. Recruitment is
now a valued and integrated part of the business.
For our candidates, we have developed an authentic, exciting
journey with multiple touchpoints and a personal approach, with
a recruitment process which places as much emphasis on the
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Enhance Media
for John Lewis Partnership

OVERVIEW
Enhance Media is a leading digital marketing agency specialising
in recruitment. Our USP is using data and research to inform
recruitment strategies. We work with employers, recruiters and
job boards, to deliver smart and innovative solutions, helping to
achieve our clients recruitment goals.
The John Lewis Partnership is one of the largest retail companies
in the UK. With over 26,000 Partners spread across 51 department
stores, as well as all the warehouse and logistical teams needed
to supply them, the Partnership needs to attract and retain
candidates for a variety of different roles within the highly
competitive retail sector.
STRATEGY
The solution we came up with to achieve the Partnership’s
recruitment goals was HireCast Interactive Video. We knew it could
solve the Partnership’s recruitment issues by:
1) Increasing the quantity of quality applicants.
HireCast improved the quality of applications, by providing
applicants with more detailed information on the job role, whilst
keeping the video short and concise.
We then made the most of the ‘interactive’ aspects of HireCast by
providing optional details, such as in-video documents, embedded
Google Maps and video-within-video interviews. This allowed
candidates to accurately self-select if the role was right for them,
decreasing the number of irrelevant applications and saving the
in-house recruitment team valuable time and money.
2) Stand out from the competition.
We researched a cross section of the Partnership’s competitors and
found that there was very little use of video as a medium in the
recruitment process.
Our previous research has shown that interactive video is a great
way of increasing engagement with job roles, as application rates
can increase up to 64% after its introduction as part of an attraction
strategy.
3) Be flexible enough to be used across multiple roles and
locations.
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The Partnership needed a solution that could be used for a variety
of roles, in multiple locations across the UK.

by companies, it certainly helped the Partnership stand out from
their competition.

To achieve this, we created a specific HireCast for each job role. By
utilising HireCast’s wealth of interactive features, such as embedded
Google Maps and website links, we structured each video so that it
could easily be customised for locations up and down the country.

HireCast was used extensively across the Partnership’s website,
jlpjobs.com, and various social media channels. This generated
huge interest in the Partnership’s roles, gathering over 110,000
views in total.

DEVELOPMENT

Due to the completely bespoke nature of each HireCast, it was
used to advertise a variety of roles, from mass hiring warehouse
workers, to recruiting specialist IT talent.

Because HireCast can be embedded with HTML coding, the John
Lewis Partnership were able to use their interactive videos as the
centerpiece of their digital attraction strategy. They’ve publicised
their HireCast Interactive Videos over a multitude of digital
channels, such as websites, job boards and their ATS system.
HireCast also has the bonus of being exciting content for various
social media channels. This allowed the Partnership to leverage its
extensive social media presence in order to attract talent on sites
such as LinkedIn Facebook and Twitter.
With each HireCast video, we supplied the Partnership with a
collateral pack, which included animated GIFs, non-interactive
trailers, teaser animations, pre-written copy and promotional
imagery. This ensured that the Partnership would achieve
maximum reach for each HireCast video and could effectively
publicise their HireCast over a variety of channels.
RESULTS
HireCast has been able to fulfil and exceed the criteria set out by
theJohn Lewis Partnership, and has also delivered some fantastic
results and excellent ROI.
HireCast increased the number of quality applicants for each one
of its roles. HireCast has increased conversion rates by 76% for the
Partnership’s job roles and has led to a 51% increase in job views
on the Partnership’s ATS system.
HireCast was able to illustrate the Partnership’s great benefits in a
way not possible with traditional flat video or text. These features
have been popular with candidates, as on average they used the
interactive elements 2.3 times per video and spent up to 4 minutes
and 50 seconds viewing them which is vastly greater that the
standard viewing time of a flat video as a whole.

Additionally, through intelligent storyboarding and planning, it
was possible to ensure each video felt highly relevant to each
candidate, whilst also encouraging them to apply to different roles
up and down the country.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Testimonial from Becky Vieites, Partner & Resourcing Strategy
Manager at the John Lewis Partnership
We have worked with Enhance Media for the past 2 years and to
date have created 18 HireCast interactive videos to promote our
most hard to fill roles ranging from volume retail and distribution
type roles to more specialist head office based areas like IT.
The stats (below) to date speak for themselves, which are all well
above average, but without a doubt the HireCasts have resulted in
more informed, better quality applicants.
1. 40% of all active viewers complete a call to action to visit the JLP
careers site
2. Over 30% of viewers came via social media
3. The average viewer spends 2.03s engaged with the video
4. 64% increase in clicks to apply after HireCast was added to a
page
Enhance Media have been consistently great to work with, really
ensuring they understand our brand and the objectives of each
individual project. The videos they have produced for us to date
have been great quality and a true representation of what it’s like
to work in our business which we are delighted with.

As the interactive video as a format has yet to be widely adopted
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Best Supplier Partnership

Blackbridge Communications
In partnership with Babcock International

OVERVIEW
Babcock International Group is a global engineering services
organisation. Our success calls for the expertise of some 35,000
employees from every kind of discipline.
As our current workforce ages and the skills we need change,
our graduate attraction strategy and employer brand have both
become increasingly critical.
Facebook posts

Facebook posts

It’s imperative that we can attract diverse graduates with
leadership potential – 600 people to be precise, over three years.

Put simply, we wanted to create a robust graduate attraction
proposition that would establish Babcock as a destination
employer for talented engineering, science and business students.
We wanted to build a balanced pipeline of quality future leaders.
STRATEGY
Graduate

Brochure
We knew delivering on our objectives
was a big ask. Which is website
why
we put our challenge out to a rigorous competitive pitch process
involving eight different agencies.

Brochure

Graduate
website
Pull-up
banners

Pull-up banners

PROGRAMMATIC SWIPE AD
PROGRAMMATIC SWIPE AD

Facebook Live event

We decided to approach the process differently from the norm.
After the initial RFP, we drew up a shortlist and those agencies
were then invited to spend time with some of our current graduate
cohort from all four areas of our business.

Blackbridge pitched creative work that we all instantly felt a
connection to. And we connected on a personal level too. It was
very clear for us to see the passion felt by the Blackbridge team. We
knew nothing would be too much trouble, and that we would be
working in an ideas-led collaboration rather than in a typical client/
agency relationship.

The potential suppliers were invited to run a focus group session
with the graduates. They commented on how different the process
was, and how beneficial they found our inclusive approach.
Blackbridge visited a number of our key locations and ran
additional focus groups during those visits.

Facebook posts
Facebook posts

Crucial for us was the fact that Blackbridge had worked with some
very big-name clients in the graduate attraction space.

This meant that when it came to the creative work, it was so much
more on point because the agencies had really got a strong insight
into our business.

They understood our audience, and they had a very strong grasp
of the issues we were facing – especially in terms of diversity and
how we could redress the gender balance.

We involved the same graduates in the pitches themselves, and
they had just as much input during decision-making as our key
senior stakeholders.

DEVELOPMENT

For us, everything came down to not only creative work that could
help us stand out in a crowded market, but also
rapport.
Brochure
Brochure
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One of the concepts that Blackbridge presented at the pitch
was the creative we ultimately ended up going live with: What
Makes You.
Graduate
Graduate
website
website

Pull-up banners
Pull-up banners

This was a huge departure for us compared to the work we were

Programmatic swipe ad

running with previously, which had a very masculine feel and
wasn’t particularly representative of our business and operational
programmes.
The What Makes You campaign was refreshingly different, by
putting graduates at the heart of the entire process, not just the
creative executions, we were able to make sure that the strategy
was truly reflective of their experiences and what it means to
be a graduate at Babcock. And crucially, we could see it would
enable us to put diversity and quality at the core of our attraction
materials.
We worked with Blackbridge to develop a three-year graduate
strategy to drive the roll-out of the campaign.
In year one, we wanted to build a strong, sustainable campaign
and a great working relationship. In year two, having successfully
launched the campaign and achieved our objectives, our focus
was on building a buzz around Babcock. Our ambition for year
three is to make Babcock a destination employer.
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We consolidated our spend after the launch year, which meant
we’ve had to be more creative in our thinking – to do more with
less. We negotiated a better inventory with fewer core channels.
And ensured we have continual tracking and optimisation.
We’ve introduced a stronger focus on social and made a bigger
investment in programmatic advertising.

This film has been edited into smaller, shareable clips for social
channels.
In terms of our day-to-day relationship, we have a number of
formal processes in place, including weekly status calls and
quarterly face-to-face reviews.
RESULTS

A Facebook Live event was incredibly successful – and a first for
Babcock in any area, not just recruitment. This was a Q&A session
with a mix of recent graduates and those who have an impressive
track record of development and progression.

We set out and agreed a number of core objectives prior to the
launch of the What Makes You graduate campaign – and we’ve
achieved all of them.

During the Facebook Live event, we reached:

In terms of gender DIVERSITY, we’ve achieved a 9% increase in
female hires.

•
•
•
•

Reaching a WIDER UNIVERSITY POOL was another core objective,
and we were delighted that students from 123 universities applied.

63% women aged 18-34 participated – over-indexed by 13.3%
29% view rate – their highest viewed video for 2018
2,306 minutes viewed in total
20% shared with their peers

We’ve achieved our EFFICIENCY goals too by filling more roles
more quickly (96% of roles were filled by June 2018 compared
to 92% in June 2017), and reducing the number of applications
received by 30% from the previous year.
We’ve successfully REDUCED COST PER HIRE too. In 2016/2017,
our cost per hire was £2,135 and in 2017/2018, it fell to £1,945.
(According to the ISE Annual Survey, the average cost per hire for
graduate engineers is £2,543.)

Blackbridge and Babcock present at an ISE event

Blackbridge
Blackbridge
and B

In terms of delivering a great CANDIDATE EXPERIENCE, 91% of
candidates said they had a ‘good’ or ‘very good’ experience on our
graduate microsite. Meanwhile, 96% of successful candidates said
that the proposition reflected the reality.
We’ve achieved a RAISED EMPLOYER PROFILE too. We won best
graduate strategy at a major industry awards and have received a
total of 12 further nominations at several others, including for Best
Recruitment Literature, Best Video Campaign, Best Recruitment
Strategy and Best Digital Creative.
Our Glassdoor ranking has risen from 2.8 to 3.2 and we’ve seen a
21% increase in LinkedIn and Facebook followers year-on-year.
Testament to our successful
relationship is the fact that, together,
LinkedIn posts from Babcock
we were invited to present to the UK’s leading graduate attraction
managers at an ISE event.

“Blackbridge has absolutely been a true partner.
Day-to-day working has been so easy, from the
support they’ve given us in terms of knowledge of the
market through to their project management.”

LinkedIn
LinkedIn
posts posts
from Babcock
from Babcock

Blackbridge and Babcock present at an ISE event

Craig Smith, Head of Learning and Talent, Babcock

‘Meet the Graduates’ video
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LinkedIn posts from Babcock
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In-house Recruiter of the Year

Sophie Abbott

“Sophie seems to be a genuine expert in her
field and clearly adds fantastic value as well
as high performance. “ Judges Feedback

BD

ensuring the regional organization is focused, successful and
competitive to meet senior-level recruitment goals. In addition,
Sophie delivers best-in-class relationship management with
candidates, internal/external clients and partners, and vendors.
There is a key focus on building talent pipelines and communities
at an executive level.

BACKGROUND
BD is one of the largest global medical technology companies
in the world, and is advancing the world of health by improving
medical discovery, diagnostics and the delivery of care. The
company develops innovative technology, services and solutions
that help advance both clinical therapy for patients and clinical
process for health care providers. BD has 65,000 employees and a
presence in virtually every country around the world to address
some of the most challenging global health issues. BD helps
customers enhance outcomes, lower costs, increase efficiencies,
improve safety and expand access to health care.
BD recruits approximately 2500 Permanent and FTC hires a year
across the EMEA region, as a mixture of replacement and new
positions, in both commercial and manufacturing, as well as
maintaining a large Contingent Workforce of approximately 1500
workers. There are over 50 offices in EMEA, with further offices
in more than 50 countries in North America, Latin America and
Greater Asia.
STRATEGY
Sophie Abbott is the Executive Search Partner for EMEA and reports
to the Talent Acquisition Leader for EMEA. This position leads and
directs the development and implementation of strategically
focused executive recruitment for the EMEA region, which is
aligned with the BD’s overall business strategy, growth plans and
internal senior-level succession plans. Sophie is responsible for
setting overall search strategy, as well as executing and leading
metric-driven regional executive search assignments, while also
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Sophie leads the Executive Recruiting efforts for EMEA, focused on
Director, VP and Senior VP level, with no additional headcount
supporting sourcing, yet has managed to fill 36 positions in the
last year. The positions are senior level, based across any one of the
31 EMEA countries, in either commercial or manufacturing roles
which requires Sophie to have an incredible level of agility and
flexibility to deal with different cultures, languages and market
maturity. Operating within a highly matrixed environment, with
hiring managers based across EMEA and North America, often with
multiple stakeholders and decision makers Sophie’s work effort
has enabled the BD Executive Search function to be recognised
as a stable, added value function with an incredible reputation
amongst a transforming Talent Acquisition and HR organisation.
DEVELOPMENT
Of the 24 positions filled externally, 21 have been filled directly –
without the use of recruitment agencies – with an average time
to hire of 83 days. There is target to hire diverse talent, in a
historically very challenging environment, of which 38% of the new
hires have been.
In addition to filling BD’s senior level positions with excellent talent,
Sophie has led the Inclusion and Diversity efforts for Talent
Acquisition in EMEA which have seen her work as part of a wider
regional cross-functional I&D group. Sophie has focused on the
“Build Pipeline” pillar which is focused on creating a competitive
business advantage through increased leadership focus on
attraction. Whilst the efforts related to Talent Acquisition are first
class – and outlined below – Sophie has taken this even further
proactively and taken her passion for I&D wider than just Talent
Acquisition. This has now been recognised within the organisation
and she has been identified as the HR EMEA Lead for I&D.
Key Inclusion and Diversity Initiatives:
• Introduced using Sonru – an asynchronous video interview
tool – to pre-screen and interview candidates. This enables
diverse candidates to be interviewed at a time that suits them,
ensuring they can balance their professional, often including
international travel, and personal commitments.

• Introduced a Talent Community – this was the first time BD
has had a forum for passive or active candidates to engage with
BD, without an open position. This focuses at all levels, and there
is a specific category for Director and VP level candidates where
I&D related content and key roles are shared with them on a
bi-weekly basis.
• Employer Branding – promotional blogs featuring real BD
associates (male and female) and their journey to BD including
with I&D is important to them were created and shared on BD’s
corporate social media, as well as recruiter’s personal social media.
• Job Advert Gender Decoder – this is an external tool introduced
to ensure that our job adverts are not biased towards male or
female candidates by using words either gender resonate with,
but are gender neutral attracting the best talent of either gender.
In addition, Sophie has led efforts to introduce the #HeForShe
campaign to BD EMEA campaign which will be running soon
in key markets where male associates will lead host round table
discussion, shares views, opinions and their personal experience of
gender equality.
She has also been involved in the creation of internal I&D videos
focused on existing associates and how we can create a more
inclusive environment for our associates.
Acquisition of C.R. Bard
Furthermore, BD acquired C.R. Bard at the end of December 2017
and Sophie played a key part in the roll out of the Executive Search
function to the legacy-Bard organisation. As part of this, a number
of “road shows” were hosted with senior leaders from Bard outlining
the function, process and most importantly the value that
Executive Search can bring. This was a key change management
technique used to enable the leaders in Bard, who have worked
in a very different model previously with almost sole search firm
usage, to build relationships and trust with Sophie. Post roadshows,
Sophie took extra initiative to meet all of the Bard organisation
across Europe and really took the time to understand the products,
offering and business. This additional effort at all levels of the
organisation, has already positioned Sophie as a key partner in
anticipation of any executive recruitments.
Psychometric Reports
Sophie has also led the creation of a new psychometric report
tailored to BD’s Leadership Standard. This involved working with
an external vendor of BD’s, and mapping their 32 competencies
to BD’s internal standards. This key project has resulted in being

to assess BD’s 2500 hires a year – at all levels - against BD specific
expectations, reducing time and confusion for Talent Acquisition,
Hiring Managers and HRBPs. This solution was both a technical
and strategic one, with extensive analysis involved to map
the competencies, and then ensuring that this was used in an
appropriate and strategic manner in our recruitment processes.
Utilising Social Media
Finally, after a gap was identified in having our senior leaders utilise
social media to promote BD and our employer brand, Sophie
created a short – and tangible – presentation to give to both the
Worldwide leadership Team of a Business Unit, and the Leadership
Team of the European organisation. This focused on bridging a
key gap of not utilising our senior leader’s extensive networks,
and provided actual practical tips for our senior leaders. Whilst
previously they all understood the value and rationale behind the
requests, the missing link was the practical; how do I do this and
support you? Sophie bridged that gap and received feedback that
the session was very informative and relatable. Post session, it has
had a positive impact on the leaders to promote our brand further
on their social media.
RESULTS
Sophie consistently receives positive and outstanding feedback
from her internal customers – including Senior Leaders, Senior HR
Leaders, candidates and other internal customers. Sophie shows
a level of commitment and passion which is clear throughout her
work, as well as level of sourcing expertise which is so advanced
and essential when searching for such senior and rare profiles. Her
strong influencing and stakeholder management skills enable her
to work with senior leaders and “not only challenge them but have
them thanking her at the end of the call for changing their minds”.
This is often with leaders who are used to working with external
executive search firms who operate in a very different way, and are
new to an internal, consultative model.
Her ability to make a highly emotive, and often complex, recruiting
project simple, easy and enjoyable for all involved in such a highly
matrixed organisation is something she does so naturally – and
makes it look easy!
In New Hire satisfaction surveys Sophie received a 100%
satisfaction rating, and 100% satisfaction rating from the Hiring
Manager satisfaction surveys. The President of EMEA recently rated
Sophie the highest possible ranking on the satisfaction survey!
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Ryan Barnett
Expedia Group

APAC expansion which has been running successfully during 2019.
To support the team’s development Ryan launched a key objective
of “Be The Best Team” to focus on the team’s learning goals and
improve onboarding.
To support the launch of our new Guiding Principles and move
towards a platform operating model, Ryan took the lead globally
on delivering the Talent Acquisition elements of this culture
change, in particular redesigning the Expedia Group selection
process, including hiring manager training materials, interview
guide and candidate guide.
To further support the development and growth of our “datadriven, business judgement led organisation”, Ryan improved
our ability to harness the power of our data by building a Talent
Acquisition dashboard which replaces a large amount of manual
analysis on key leading and lagging metrics and improves our
understanding of how to impact strategic initiatives such as
candidate experience and quality of hire.
DEVELOPMENT
OVERVIEW
Expedia Group is a truly global travel technology company,
dedicated to our purpose to bring the world within reach.
The Expedia Group Talent Acquisition team faced a number of
significant challenges in 2018. These included the responsibility
of delivering a multi-million dollar headcount investment to grow
our business in the EMEA region, while also developing plans for
significant expansion in APAC. At the same time the business was
rebranding from Expedia, Inc. to Expedia Group, as we moved
away from a portfolio of travel brands to becoming the world’s
leading travel platform. This involved significant culture change
and the launch of our new Guiding Principles, with significant
implications for how we attracted, assessed and selected talent.
STRATEGY
The foundation of our expansion plans was a significant increase
in headcount. Ryan scaled and developed the Talent Acquisition
to meet this demand, achieving exceptional results in the EMEA
region where the headcount investment began to deliver ROI to
the business within 6 months, and building the foundations for
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To scale his global team to meet unprecedented demand, Ryan
hired and quickly onboarded three new members to his leadership
team; a Programmes Manager to manage our strategic initiatives
and two Senior Managers to lead the EMEA and APAC regions; both
being required to recruit significantly for their own teams while
being supported by Ryan in getting up to speed in their new roles.
In APAC, Ryan recognised that our previous centralised model
would not deliver the scale and specialist expertise to support our
expansion plans and led the de-centralisation of this organisation,
subsequently building a new team.

to becoming more “locally relevant on a global basis”. He has
demonstrated exceptional leadership in leading his own team
through huge growth and change at all levels, as well as playing a
lead role in embedding the cultural changes of the rebrand from
Expedia Inc and the launch of our new Guiding Principles, as we
strive in our mission to be “the world’s travel platform.”
RESULTS
Our multi-million dollar headcount investment in EMEA was
a huge success, with our EMEA Talent Acquisition team hiring
hundreds of new Expedians and achieving a reduction in time to
hire for the period from 42 to 39 days, despite the unprecedented
volumes. This went on to achieve ROI for the business within the
first 6 months and our expansion in the region is ongoing.
Our new assessment and selection methodology and supporting
materials were launched across the business, receiving an
overwhelmingly positive response. Ryan’s team embraced the
new Expedia Group branding and culture change, recording an
astonishing 95% in our Employee Engagement index, with our
Growth & Development index improving from an already high 81%
to 84% to reflect the success of the team’s evolved structure and
leadership.
The launch of our new Talent Acquisition scorecard, which
provided real insights into the metrics that really drive our
performance, has enabled a stronger focus on prioritisation of
business-critical recruitment and an increased emphasis on
qualitative measures such as candidate and hiring manager
satisfaction scores, as we evolve from a high-performing
recruitment delivery team towards a business partnering model.

Under our “Be The Best Team” pillar Ryan led a re-design of our
on-boarding process, implemented a buddy system and led the
development of succession planning for all roles at Manager
level and above, ensuring that all team members have quarterly
development conversations and goals.
Finally, Ryan established and incorporated inclusion practices in
assessment and selection aimed at driving further improvements
especially to gender balance.
Over the past 12 months, Ryan has played a central role in
Expedia Group’s global strategy and cultural change as we move
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Balfour Beatty
OVERVIEW
The Balfour Beatty recruitment team, led by Samantha Ramsay,
delivers all permanent hiring across the UK from Entry to Director
level and responsible for the operational effectiveness of all
contingent recruitment.
STRATEGY
Without an established Resourcing strategy until April 2017,
Resourcing was very much seen as ‘broken’ and incredibly
expensive, housing a large internal resourcing team an RPO.
Engagement scores for the team were amongst the lowest against
all UK HR functions. There was significant spend through the
business using agencies directly, as the service from Resourcing
was poor. Emerging Talent recruitment (Apprentices & Graduates),
had to run constantly, as we were unable to fill the yearly business
requirements.

I have seen a remarkable change in resourcing over
the last 12 months. We had previously relied on
agencies for all hires, but under Sam the internal
team now provides a service where I don’t feel we
need to go external at all. CV quality is good, and my
resourcing manager is responsive and professional.
There’s also now a flexibility to work with the
customer if our processes are holding things up.
Everything I’d look for from an external agency is not
now being delivered by Sam and her team. It’s made
a huge difference to us.

business, as this was the structure in place 3 years previously, and
it had failed dramatically. Using the Resourcing Strategy, we were
able to show that we had a clear direction.
DEVELOPMENT
We addressed a number of issues in the following areas:
Recruitment Delivery Model
We had a very expensive and poorly performing delivery model.
The business deliberately sidestepped Recruitment and were
conducting their own recruitment.
The solution was to change to an in-house direct model and
therefore meant the removal of our RPO. There were improvements
to recruitment processes through a project called WOW (ways of
working) covering; implementation of hiring manger briefing forms,
hiring manager experience metrics, phone interview screening
documents, KPIs on time to respond to candidates; agency usage;
spend; time to hire, a review of all the communications sent to
candidates and launching of a hiring manager portal. The new team
and operating model began in Aug/Sept 17.
Cost to hire 2017 to 2018 decreased by 46%
Time to hire decreased 2017 to 2018 from 54 days to 48 days

It was therefore a huge task to tackle, and one that required
fundamental changes to ensure the improvements required.

Emerging Talent
There were a number of particular issues with emerging talent
recruitment.
• Business requirement numbers were higher than they could
realistically hire.
• Vast amounts of time going out to multiple universities to cast
the net wide, with no understanding of what was working and
what was not working.
• There was a poor recruitment process e.g. 60% applicants did
not complete the online assessments, and there was a high drop
out at video interview.
• We were not attracting enough females to meet business D&I
objectives.

In April 2017, we designed and put in place a Resourcing
Strategy, to fundamentally change function. We moved from a
business unit aligned model to a job family model, ensuring that
we had experts who could build networks and talent pools, and
provide an improved service. There was huge push back from the

Solutions:
• Getting business MD’s sign off and commitment to all requests
before recruitment commenced.
• Detailed analysis on the last 2 years of hiring to create a
go-to-market strategy, including a digital-led approach and only

Evan Sutherland – Group Procurement Director
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visiting the universities that provided the highest yield.
• Implementation of quick-apply forms, change of online
assessment provider to one with a better user experience, and
the removal of video interviewing, and bringing back telephone
interviewing.
• Launch of a specific Grad and Apprentice marketing campaign,
which had never been done before.
Recruitment Marketing
A Candidate Engagement Specialist was introduced to the
team structure with the responsibility to actively engage scarce
skills nationwide, and to create talent pools. In addition, to set
up multiple forms of communications, events and business
communications, with the goal of increasing brand awareness and
converting engaged people to become applicants.
Recruitment Systems
A CRM system was implemented to run in-house campaigns and
to communicate with talent pools. We also trialled the removal of
an ATS and the use of CRM model only to recruit for Commercial

and Emerging Talent roles. We won a Recruitment Industry award
for Outstanding Transformation and Impact in March 2018 by
taking this approach. The results were; improvements in hiring,
innovation and a reduction in spend for the Commercial Job
Family.
We also launched a one page apply on our ATS, as we had
been losing 55% of applications because of poor experience.
Improvement data is still to be measured as went live in June 2018.
Contract Recruitment
An MSP has been operating with no real review of service for 3
years. In addition, there had been no strategy, or any awareness
of service levels. We added a Contingent Workforce Manager to
the team who completed a review of service, costs, measures
and all KPIs. Feedback was gathered from across the business to
understand service levels and experience. This lead to a complete
commercial review of the contract, new KPIs implemented, and
a reduction in the number of suppliers used. The outcome is an
improved process that is more cost effective for the organisation.
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Sponsored by

Recruitment Team of the Year

RESULTS
The implementation of the Resourcing Strategy, took effect
in August 2017 when the team were restructured and the RPO,
following notice given, no longer supported the team. Over the
course of 2017 and 2018 the new Resourcing Strategy has led to
the following changes:
• Team restructure to become job-family aligned, as opposed to
business-unit aligned
• Reduction in team size
• Removal of the RPO
• Agency spend reduced by 58%
• Agency reliance reduced from 29% in 2016 to 9% in 2018
• Time to hire reduced from an average of 82days in 2016 to 48
days in 2018
• Implementation of a Direct sourcing model
• Implementation of a CRM and marketing approach to
recruitment
• New Emerging Talent Strategy launched
• New online and offline assessments created for Emerging Talent
• Complete review of our MSP contract, new commercials
negotiated and ownership of the delivery of all contract
recruitment to sit within the Resourcing function leading to a
significant business cost saving
• Introduction of a Candidate Engagement Specialist & Resourcing
Partner – looking at attraction and engagement strategies for
our Scarce Skills roles
• UK EVP created and new Employer Brand underway
• Won ‘Outstanding Impact, Transformation & Change’ at the The
FIRM Awards March 2018
• Won ‘Apprentice Campaign’ in the In House Recruitment
Awards (awards in Nov 2018)
• Finalists for ‘Apprentice Initiative’ in the Recruitment Marketing
Awards (awards in Nov 2018)
• Finalists for ‘In House Recruiter of the year’ in the In House
Recruitment Awards (awards in Nov 2018)
Not only did all of this need to happen, and some elements were
fundamental changes to the function, but day to day recruitment
was ongoing and could not slow down. Half of the whole
Resourcing function is new, and the other half have been given
new or adapted roles during this period.
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As with all change, the strategy needed to be implemented with
the support of the wider organisation, so a significant amount
of work was required to communicate and influence business
stakeholders to support the changes, as their trust and expectation
of the function were at a low.

And the winners are...

Accenture

Wehkamp

Hastings Direct

Expedia Group

Heathrow Airport

Mondelēz International

RBS

Vodafone

The AA

BT

Enhance Media

Blackbridge Communications

Sophie Abbott - BD

Ryan Barnett - Expedia Group

Balfour Beatty

We are now a highly regarded function, receiving praise across the
business and trust and requests for us to take on more work, for
example, owning Internal Mobility, supporting Strategic Workforce
Planning, taking on the strategy for Onboarding and centralising
Exec Search, as we are now seen as a more trusted partner.
The team are now more engaged then they ever have been before.
Employee engagement within the function with the lowest in HR
and is now not only one of the highest but w are now in the top 15
most engaged teams across the whole company.

Samantha Ramsay has done an outstanding job in
her role as Head of Resourcing for our organisation.
She has transformed the manner in which we
attract candidates in a fiercely competitive market
through innovative candidate attraction and scarce
skills campaigns. We now have an enviable number
of pipelined candidates for critical roles to allow us
to meet future resource demands. She has increased
our direct-hire ratio in my area of the business from
57% to 88% and had reduced our time-to-offer from
61 days to 30. Prior to Sam’s arrival we had a very
traditional approach to recruitment and she has
raised the profile of our employment brand through
innovative sourcing channels.
Maxine Wheldon HRD Majors Projects, Investments,
Highways, Plant & Fleet
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Photos from the night
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About The FIRM
Run by in-house recruiters for in-house
recruiters, The FIRM was founded as a LinkedIn
Group in December 2007. Now we are the

Headline sponsor

leading global membership organisation for
Talent Acquisition professionals that provides
both tactical and strategic insight and support
to our members. Originally founded as a Linked
In group in 2009 The FIRM now has over 8,800
members in 60 countries.
We are a supportive and collaborative community
that aims to develop, support and inspire our
members with everything that we do.
Follow us on:

Twitter
@thefirmrecruits

Thursday
19th March 2020
After the success of
the 2019 FIRM Awards,
many of you have been
asking for details on
next year’s event. Whilst
we’re still finalising a few
details, here are some
key dates for your diary.
We’ll be sure to keep you
updated as we get closer
to the deadlines below,
so watch this space!

www.thefirmawards.com

Full list of categories published
Monday 5th August 2019
Entries open
Monday 9th September 2019
Closing date for entries
Friday 15th November 2019
Shortlist announced
Wednesday 18th December 2019
Awards ceremony
Thursday 19th March 2020

#FIRMAwards

Linkedin
The Forum for In-House
Recruitment Managers
Subscribe to our newsletter at

info@thefirm-network.com

www.thefirm-network.com

Thank you to Jemma Cotterell,
Victoria Simmonds and Laura Dagga
from UCL for our introductory video.

